Warning

National standards and state, provincial, and federal laws require the user to be trained before using this product. Use this manual as part of a user safety training program that is appropriate for the user’s occupation. These instructions must be provided to users before use of the product and retained for ready reference by the user. The user must read, understand (or have explained), and heed all instructions, labels, markings, and warnings supplied with this product and with these products intended for use in association with it. Failure to do so may result in death or serious injury.

Warning

Always use only the manufacturer’s original mounting pins and hardware. Mounting pins and hardware must always be secured and tightened in place. Failure to follow this warning may result in death or serious injury.

XTIRPA™ products are manufactured by Innova Public Utility Products Inc. Made in Canada.

XTIRPA™ is a Registered Trademark of Innova Public Utility Products Inc., used under license in North America and Europe.

Mine Safety Appliances Company
1000 Cranberry Woods Drive
Cranberry Township, PA 16066
United States

For More Information, call 1-800-MSA-2222 or Visit Our Website at www.MSAsafety.com
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IN-2404 Bracket with Workman Rescuer
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MSA/XTIRPA™ Brackets
IN-2404 Bracket with Workman Winch
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IN-2151 Bracket with 50’ Lynx Rescuer/Dynevac II and IN-2391 Bracket with 95’ Lynx Rescuer/Dynevac II
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MSA/XTIRPA™ Brackets
IN-2345-1 Bracket with Lynx Hoist
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7/32" 6x 9/16"

MSA/XTIRPA™ Brackets
For local MSA contacts, please visit us at MSAsafety.com